Best Type of ESAs for a Small
Apartment - Guide
You have much planned in your life but one thing that sometimes comes in the way is the space constraint.
You wanna remodel your room or bring in the large screen TV but space does not permit it. The same thing
is with Emotional Support Animals (ESA). You might be living in a rather small place and still may be in dire
need to get an presa canario to change your life for the better. What does one do in this case? You
certainly cannot keep a German Shepard in a closed space now, can you? Well, here are some alternatives
for you.

1.

Small dogs are one of the best choices because not only are they the best friends for you, but they
also come in all shapes and sizes. Pugs, poodles and other small dogs would be ideal for a small
space. They would find enough room to play around and for the exercise time, you could just take
them out. But do remember, whatever the size of the dog, you do need an ESA letter for housing.
Just find a credible place to order it now and get your letter ASAP.

2.

Cats are also a great option. They can find many places in small areas to enjoy and do not go
beyond a particular size. Cats are one of the most popular forms of ESAs and you could talk your
heart out with them.

3.

Who does not fall for the cute big eyes and long ears of rabbits? Well, they might be overlooked but
rabbits are some of the best ESAs you could get. The main thing is that they do not require much
maintenance so they could survive easily. Obviously, you do not want them to be in the cage or
outside due to dangers. Keep them indoors and on your lp to get a beneficial experience of therapy.
Even for Rabbits, you would need the letter so check out an ESA Letter online to see what it
contains and what information you might need. It is a simple process so that you do not have to
worry about anything.

4.

Rodents are cute as well and no one said that you cannot keep them with you. They are small,
mobile, and love to be indoors. You would enjoy their company whenever you want and would have
all the time in the world to take care of them.

The main thing to remember is that any pet you want can be the kangal shepherd dog ESA as long as you
feel comfortable in its company. People may have varying choices such as keeping a snake, a parrot, or any
other exotic creature.
If you have the letter, you would be protected by multiple laws that allow safe-keeping of ESAs even at
places where pets might be forbidden. Apartments, airlines, and other republic places are all ready to make
exceptions in such cases. The important thing is to plan ahead so that there might be no inconvenience for
you. Every airline might have a special requirement and the letter must be modified according to it.
Requesting the providers of the letter would be enough and the credible sources would agree to your needs.
ESAs will listen to your words, they know when you might be down and would provide you with the lifestyle
that you may have forgotten. Your social life would be restored as you get used to the new friend. It would
open many new avenues to explore the possible solutions for the mental issues that you might have and
ultimately could lead to the diminishing of symptoms and even a cure.
Useful Resources:
Registered Mental Health Care professional
Emotional Support Animals in Hotels
CAN YOUR LANDLORD MAKE A REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION IF YOU HAVE MULTIPLE ESA?
The concept of Emotional Support Animal?
Emotional Support Animal Registration
Method OF Registration For ESA

